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Mr Spanish President, I have been a Member of the European Parliament for 15 months. Mr President, I have been a Member of the European Parliament for 15 months. That is why we recognise that the negotiations will probably take 10 or 15 years. That is why we recognise that the negotiations are likely to last 10 or 15 years. Spanish If such a 'crisis'
lasts longer than fifteen years, it is clear that something is wrong. If a so-called 'crisis' lasts longer than 15 years, something is clearly going wrong. Spanish At least 15 years ago, Parliament asked the Commission for legislation. Parliament has been asking the Commission for legislation for at least 15 years. Spaniards regained when Sweden joined the EU,
which it soon did fifteen years ago. I remember Sweden joining the EU, which will soon be 15 years ago. In Spanish, I ask you: Is the Declaration of the Fifteen of July 1996 valid? I would therefore like to ask you: is the Declaration of the Fifteen of July 1996 valid? It has been 15 months for the Commission to present the matter to Parliament. It took 15
months for the Commission to take the matter to Parliament. In Spanish, I ask you: Is the Declaration of the Fifteen of July 1996 valid? I would therefore like to ask you: is the Declaration of the Fifteen of July 1996 valid? SpanishThe Fifteen continue to think about the modalities of this mechanism. The Fifteen continue to consider the means of implementing
this mechanism. Spanish What will Europe look like in the next six or 15 years? What will Europe look like in the next few years, six or 15 years? SpanishThe 15-month period can actually be 16 or 17 months. The period of 15 months may in reality be extended to 16 or 17 months. SpanishPienso that the experience of these ten or fifteen years shows us the
opposite. I believe that the experience of these last 10 or 15 years proves otherwise. Years later, our integration problem has lost almost all its seriousness. Fifteen years later, our integration problem has lost most of its acuteness. SpanishYour solution was to execute those who served a sentence of more than fifteen years. His solution was to execute all
those who have been in prison for more than 15 years. Spanish Only four of the fifteen countries have achieved their goals in the POP III stage. Only four of the 15 countries have already achieved their objectives under the MOP-3. Spaniardwith this object we wanted another ten or fifteen days. That was the idea behind our desire to get another ten days or
another two weeks. Spanish Fifteen years ago there was civil war, exile and destruction. Already 15 civil war, displacement and destruction have in that country. Spanish It is estimated that this funding is about twelve or fifteen million euros per year. It is estimated that this funding amounts to approximately EUR 12 to 15 million per year. SpanishQuince
States have already banned FGM, including nine African countries. Fifteen states have already banned FGM, including nine African countries. Spanish A common account should be taken in the 15 EU Member States. Together, the 15 EU Member States must take stock. Sign in Log into your search can lead to examples with vulgar expressions. Your
search can lead to examples with informal expressions. He had to rest for 15 months. He had to rest for 15 months. It was fifteen steps from the Holy Sepulchre. It was fifteen steps from the Holy Sepulchre. This decision has empowered 15 employees. This decision means that 15 people are now out of work. 999 BALLET STORIES A thousand two hundred
and fifty. 999 BALLET STORIES A thousand two hundred and fifty. Of these 31 patients, only 15 performed control endoscopy. The control endoscopy was performed in only fifteen of these 31 patients. More than fifteen attractions are waiting for you there. More than fifteen attractions await you in the park. That's 20 suspects, 15 of them cops. Twenty people
are involved; Fifteen of them are police officers. There were more than fifteen presentations at the conference. More than fifteen presentations were offered at the conference. We notice that each branch has fifteen sub-branches. We find in every branch, there are fifteen sub-branches. He was 15 to 18 years old at the time. He was between 15 and 18 years
old at the time. No results have been found for this meaning. fifteen Member States 536 Frequent words: 1-300, 301-600, 601-900, More frequent short expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, more frequent long expressions: 1-400, 401-800, 801-1200, Over fifteen years of Real-time translation by typing world-class quality Translation of documents with
only drag and drop Now , English time is not really very different from Spanish. Before you learn the time, you need to know the cardinal numbers in English and ask the time questions you need to know how to ask questions with what.  The cardinal numbers in English are: one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten ... For the case of time, the
question with what (what) is: What time is it? (What time is it?) You also ask the time by saying: Do you know what time it is? (Do you know what time it is?) Below is a series of so you learn to say the time in English: Gisela Casuso When we say that time in Spanish we always say it is the before we say what time it is. For example: The English translation of
are weld is it (pronoun is the + verb) and serves exactly the same purpose, so we will place it for the hour. For example: It's five o'clock. (It's five o'clock) Structure: It's + time : It's 1:00 a.m., it's 2:00 a.m., it's 3:00 a.m. ... Gisela Casuso During the first half hour of each hour we will use the past preposition to indicate the passage of time. Structure: It's +
number of minutes + past + time For example: 9:10 : it's ten past nine 2:03: it's three past 211:29: it's twenty-nine about 11:05: it's five past twelve Gisela Casuso During the second half hour of each hour we'll use the prespeed to indicate how much is missing for the next hour. Structure: It's + minutes + to + the next time For example: 3:50: It's ten to four
2:35: It's twenty-five to three 11:42: It's eighteen to twelve10:40: it's twenty to eleven As you could see the next time is used to say the current time, just like we do in Spanish. In Spanish if it's 3:50, we say ten to four in English, it's ten for four. © Gisela Casuso We say we need to talk about it in an hour. Structure: It's + hour + hour For example: 3:00: It's three
o'clock 7:00: It's seven o'clock11:00: It's eleven o'clock12:00: It's twelve o'clock Gisela Casuso Quarter over means they're fourth and is only used when the clock marks the first fifteen minutes within the first half hour. Structure: It's + quarter over + hour For example: 3:15: It's quarter past three 7:15: It's quarter past 74:15: It's quarter past + hour For
example: 3:15 pm: It's quarter past 3:15 pm: It's 15:15 pm to say they're fifteen in front and only used when the clock marks and forty-five within the second half hour. The next hour has to be said. Structure: It's + quarter to + next hour For example: 3:45: It's quarter to four 7:45 : It's quarter to eight11:45: It's quarter to twelve: It's quarter to ten In Spanish, for
example, 3:45 is said fifteen to four, or a quarter to four, in English it's quarter to four.  Gisela Casuso Half past means she and a half. Structure: It is + half + hour For example: 3:30: It is half past three 9:30: It is half past nine11:30: It is half eleven 2:30: It is half two In Spanish, for example, 3:30 is said three-thirty. Gisela Casuso We've already seen the
traditional way of saying that time, once dominated is easy, but maybe not as much as saying the time as we see it. To say in Spanish (3:45) instead of saying fifteen for four or four minus fifteen it is quite right to say the three forty-five. In English too, so to speak (3:45) instead of saying It's quarter to four we can say: It's three fourty-five. Structure: It's + hour
+ minutes For example: 3:30: It's three thirty9:15: It's nine fifteen11:14: It's eleven fourteen1:17: It's a seventeen clock. 171 x 128 Photo by Ramasamy Chidambaram (stock.xchng) It is very important to be able to ask questions in the context of that time. The most common, besides asking the time itself, use when besides what, and the prepositions on and in
also: When are we meeting? (What time are we going to meet?) We meet at 3:00 p.m.m.m. (When are you ready?) I'll be ready in 5 minutes Mitchell Funk/Getty Images When we write the time in English we should remember to point out whether it's morning or afternoon if it lends itself to confusion; this is done by adding one.m. or p.m. at the end. For
example: The meeting is at 7 p.m.m. (meeting is at 19:00.m.) I'll pick you up at 6:00 (I'll pick you up at 6:00.m.) Other key terms include noon and midnight, midnight and noon respectively: It's midnight (12 midnight)It's 10 after noon (12:10 pm) 
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